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cmrasu i
Of TO STTOf

tmmmwim
la

«>rk of the hospital mir»@ toda^ mmr incraaaiiif

myiasis is baiag piacad ppon teaching pati«Bt@ saif-eara#

tliia study

is directed toward a col I action of data to be used as a basis for one
area of this teachingi aaisely, teaming tha colostossy patient selfmrm.
the importance and usefulness of patient touching in colostomy
solf-cairo lias boon mttmt&it to by patients, physicians, and nurses
alike.

in a research study done on 92 colostomy patients on® physician

stated s

‘"We have foynd tliat the mimtmzf patient can adjust rapidly

to Ilia now hygianic a^mtino if adequate educational praparmtions are
afforded to Ilia prior to his discharge poatommtiv«ly.'‘1
Another physician lias stated a stellar view on the subjects
“A oalostossy is aaapatibia with a useful and happy life but the
initial training is neat important/''2
cm® eoleetemy patient has e^presaad her views of the diacotir*
aging aaparience of having a new colost<»y in the following' words:

fRobert *1. Samp, ^Tho ieaulta of a Ouoetioanair® Survey of
Colostomy Patients." Surgery, Gyaecolt^y and Obstetric®. 195:40T,
October, 195t.
Grammy, Surgery lor :Niirse», (tendon: E. & S. hiviiagstori®
hiEiltod, I9SS), p. 391.

2
1 «b* la daaparata need of a wovisabla plaa to help mm yet beck to
so*ua&, productive, mtl£~supporting, end self reepectin* life* >3

mu

patient aunt cm to state the need of the teaching progrsza

in the faUattUg words;

Hope end courage mist he hacked up hy

accurate, preetlcal haoeledfe that will enable hie (the coloatcmy
patient) to go ahead on hi a own. * Aether patiaat nahea this
atateeant;

there la nothing eora deaoraliaiag than toeing left to

weMrit out one a salvation in the natter of coloetcmy ccmtrol. 5
the need of cdoatony patients for instruction la self-care
ie thus repeatedly anphaslaad.

the medical teen finds itsslf la an

opportnna position to provldo tha naadad Instruction, and the profeeaienal nurse, toy virtue of hor prolonged end dee# contact with mo
patient, bears a major share of this nespeaeibility. the phyelelaa,
of course, has tha over-all responsibility of directing the cere and
tha iaetmetien according to tha patient*e need.6 The role of the
nuree falls in the area of reinforcairiant and clarification of tho

^Sophia If* Samir. ^Ho Quo Snows 1 Have n colostomy.M the
Amerloan journal of Hnrelng, §1:704, Ceotnbar, 19§§.
^Itoid. p. 704.
%ollne C. Outooia, guts an the Mnnagewent of n Gdoetony,
tha dnarlcaa jcnmnl of Mgraing, §5:73, January, i0§§.
dfcC®i£WWWBI 6ttl»4nPRf

AS .iBvWStiJlSMW IMN1 Aim a 1

The Anerlcan Journal of SUraing, 53*687, juns, 1853.

CSISXuCg

3

Umtruetiwk ami in tit# ImplmmntmtUm and oltoiai oi Mtood &I approadi
of Urn instmotioa .progr®®.

In ojfdor for tti« aura© to function mttvetlvmly in tills capacity
sii© mimt hmr® a tiioroug-ii uaij^rsfsmliag of tli« nodical and nursing
•apacta of tti© car© of tts® csoiostcjay

wall as an laatgfet into

the poti©at*s poiat”*of-¥low and reaetioae to tisis situation,

Although

©aci'i patient’s teadilng situation ivdil do goveraeti l>y the personality
and need© of the imlividual patient. It Is though)t that a eoi^pilation
of cosmos, teaching needs of coloatoray patieata will Im of l^enafit to
the aura© at*© is cmdocvoriag to plan instruction for

sucIj

a patient.

Hie followtssg atataamit point® up the nurse’s responsibility
in helping the new colostomy patient.
Ifo one can be Biore miserable than the individual with
a poorly managed coioatony* Hie nurse’s aim is to kelp
the patient leave the hospital fully convinced that
h# can return home, a useful and active member of a
family and community group, the nurse herself must
believe this before she can help her patient to achieve
mum an outlook. Hie patient r*mst understand every atop
of his care and h® thorougltly familiar with it before
he leaves the hospital.?
In this statement is found the eriSilonge to Um aura© that the
patient is© ttamnagtily prepared to execute his own care before disdtiarge.
He tiual: understand Ms diet, medications, the proper technique for

7 4mm f». West, Haneiva teller, and £1 lea both fktruon, nursing
Care of the Surgical .Patient, sixth edition, (Kew York; Its© MacMillaa
Company, Iib?T7”b* loiT

4
irrigating* th® eare of the equipsoat, and a host of other itesas
iaportaat in seif-ear® of ® colostomy.
Authorities sgro® that the goal of suecessful seif"ear® and
ad.justeeht to a colostomy is m aftaimthle m® for those patients,
sad that tli® avenue to this attaimaasit is offootir® i»strs*otto»*®*®*^^
la order to provide affective instruction the patient and the
nurse sunt both have certain preparation.

the ’listening

approscft,

that is allowing the patient opportunity to express* !>is feel lags. Is
one of the mo®t useful methods in helping to prepare the patient*

Hie

nurse i© also prepared seoeeitat for her teadiing role by using this
approach with the patient, but many other factors enter into her
preparation*
tlie nurse will need an adequate badsgrmmd of skills and
understandings in order to provide effective teaching.

She must under

stand the basic anatomy and physiology and other physical aspects
related to the particular patient’s condition,!*She must posses©
specific nursing skills in irrigation, dilitatien, skin care, wound care,
etc,, in order to provide the patient with adequate physical care.

^Bernice Thestpaon, ‘'ll®© of the Binkley Colos?t4»siy Irrigator",
T&® American Journal, of Kursing, di;235, April, 104^.
%liriam Jacobson Gal eta, "An Intestinal ffebabi Illation Clinic,'*
American Journal of nursing,
June, If53*
*^£dwa»’d B* Stafford and Boris Biller, Surgery and Surgical
Itorslng', 'SM* ed*, (Piiiladeliiriiaj W, S. Satmders Ce., IIW),
**Ibid., p, 106.

In audition to this she mast havo good understanding &f tne psydiiologlcai
aspects of the patient s aii*e.iS Sim noods to have some undorataskding
of this patient's basic personality.

It he im m person who found it

difficult to accept himself before this surgery, certainly his adjust
ment problems will he multiplied.*4 The ntsrso seeds also to understand
the patient’s family position and his role In life in order to learn
some useful points about his motivations mt&. ways of motivating him
in learning self-cars?.12*
the nurse also needs to possess teaching s&ills in order to
make hmr instruction effective.

She must realise that teaching is more

than telling and that her understanding of the subject and the patient
plays a basically important part in the success of this aspect at
nursing.Mm mtmt have skill in disaonetration accompanied by
meaningful explanation in tonus which are understandable to the patient.*7

lac&nerisve wapies and Semico fhonpson, '‘Ooloatmy ears,
American Journal of Htirslng, 43:233, April, 1&4&.
*3stafford, f>p. cit., p. 150*
Idghirley Oraffaa, Cam of ti'm Surgical Patient, (Hew York:
McGraw-Hill Sook Company, lae., 10SO), p. 103.
*3Ibict», p. 144.
*%tafford, op* dt*, p. 150.
*>lbld., p. 132.

i*

She must i-oaiiae the efieetiv^jess oi repetition of instaruotion end
practice Uy the patientthe entire tee«^his% progra® wmmt he
suited to tli© patiaot's ability, or it will prove ineffective.
Ihe nurse also aefejs a iioaitive attitude toward this tea dung
program.

the j;tust ho convinced that she can he of help to die patient,

and have confidence that the patient can successfully learn to assume
this self-cal'©.

fhis attitude will do natch more to help the patient

than much tita© spent in teaching witJunit it.2!j
Very little research has been done aHieh oauld offer guidance
in the teaching program for the colostomy patient.

It eas the goal

of this study to maho some useful contribution to this area.
STATEMOT? ©F Til& PMLEJ4

It ms tiso purpose of tltia study to detemias hoe well
colostomy patient® were prepared to undertaise self-care at htme.
Related to thla goal was the seo««sdary purpose of preparation of a

basic list of inatructlctfial needs of colostomy patients.

I5u«i a

list should foe useful in determination of content for colostomy selfcare teaching programs in hospitals*
considered in

The instructional needs were

to knowledge about self-care pos;

patient at the time of discharge from the hospital.

^%taf£ord, op* cit * * p# l^^—l^©*
l®Ifoid., p. 157.
^Ifoid ,* * p, 1ST,

w®& by the

1

DEFINITION OF TBrnm
of tiii^ study, the tom Col ostomy Pmtie&t will

Within the

refer to petionte $h© hove had surgery
formation of an artificial anus.

has resulted in the
of the limited number of

patients (twelve) available for this study patients having either a
temporary or a .permanent colostomy were used*

The need for instruction

ia very much the same for both types of patients, but the overlying need
for acceptance of the colostomy ia an obstacle of much larger proportion to those with a permanent colostomy.

In the analysis of data

comparison of findings between these two groups was made.
Satisfactory Colostomy Care refers in this study to the
adh<

ice to ommomly accepted health principles by the patient in

performing self-care, and the expression, by the patient, of the
attainment of satisfactory adjustment in care.
ia this study Cal ostmy Patient Needa refers to any part
of the colostomy ©are about which the patient expresses concern and
also any verbal expression by the patient showing poor understanding
of colostomy self-care.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE mm
As

itioned previously, home care instruction is considered

a basic and necessary part of nursing care, and as such is provided
in many different farms to the majority of colostomy patients prior to
discharge from a hospital.

As yet, very little research has

8

to provide a lucid foundation for the eonpeatti

ef this ina truestion.

This atudy la an attempt to lay a foundation la this

anall

1!he foUoiffiae atatenant made toy a ooioatoay patient aheuld
provide Juatifleation fear aa attest to atudy

iaatroetion*

needs of eolosteny patients*
then 1 cane hone, I realised that ay aKpertanee
in the hospital had not prepared ae to face aa aetlve
life* 1 had to learn the hard
to nanafe and
adjust ny life so that X might live as normally as «y
associates* I was entirely cm my own ~~ groping around
in the datfe for a suceessful method of Imadlina ay hand!enp. Xt took me two years of trial and error, of fear
nod attKiaty, before I learned the right way to
colostomy.^1
As has

proved

times in the past, well fommlated

researUh mm solve problsns and provide the answers to varying typaa of
questions, with ovidencse to sebstaatiate suggested solutloxm.
% indent!flcation of problemi mot in self-cars, as related
instruction reeelved, the material gained from this

to

study should prove to bo

rfut la preparing a basic outlins for

homo oaro instruction of eolosteny patients.

scam Am immrttm or rm mm
of this study covered a time period of fifteen months.
from February 1, 1880 to May 1, 1861 •

IHe length of tino which may

have elapsed between the discharge of the patient fro® the hospital mid

21

op. oit., p. 704*

9

soverai aoatha in 8ci»a caeos.

tha iatarviaw ol this patient

this faatar introducad one possible limitation in that at tlio time of
interview a patient may have forgotten some aspect of earo ^Meh
presented a problem shortly after diecharge but was no longer of such
great concern to him*

However, the small msaber of patients (twelve)

available for this study

icesaitated the use of a comparatively long

tine period.
tlie study included both patients with temporary as well as with
permanent colostomies,

this was

iber of patients available.

taary again because of the United

While the adjustment problems of these

two groups were somewhat different, the problems of physical care
remained quite comparable.
the study was limited to patients discharged from the hospital
within approximately one year after surgical construction of a new
colostomy, these patients were

'ting and adjusting to self-care

at home, and at the same time should have had good recollection of
home-care instruction given prior to discharge.

A shorter time period

would be preferable if more patients ware readily available for the study.
It

assumed la this study that the patients used had good recollection

of the teaching program used in tha hospital.
Added limitations were Imposed by the varying circumstances of
the individual patients,

the

instruct!

given each individual

patient was limited or governed by the philosophy, goals and adminis
tration of the hospital and staff concerned with the particular patient.

IQ

Each institution s sccsptsd definition

concept of hono-csre

instntetioii Influettced the type and smeunt of instruction received
by the patient.
the hene-eere instruction mm also United or

by

each individual patient’s knowledge and ability to understand and
accept the learning mpmrb

offered by the hospital.

Since these axe variables tfeich cannot be oontrolled in the
scope of this study, and since they present an approach which should
instruction situsti<

characterise this

in other hospitals.

they should not present a barrier to the assumption of applicability
of the study results.
given

gome-care instruction was United to learning expert
col os tony patients while hospitalised for cdoetcny surgery.
learning espexienoea were intended to prepare the patient

These
itally, and

emotionally as well as with the needed physical abilities in giving
self satisfactory colostomy care.
preview

Chapter two
the study.

or thesis emmmttm
colostomy self-

Chapter three deals with collection and tabulation of data.

and in chapter four these data are analysed and interpreted.
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stHHAinr
Tfeis was a research study of tho lioiaa cara tnatructlon aeads

and problem of colostoesy patienta.

alike have expressed a

my©iclans, miraaa, and patients

for this more waningful instruction.

Nursing, as it expands and advan

in i»o*ae~cam instruction, la in nood

of guide lines established on a research basis which will give meaningful
approaches to the problem.

It was hoped this study night be a contri

bution to this area of research.

cBAram 2i
mumnm

a.h»
co^tgusv

piiocsmmsB or yat smw
mw-C:\m

A great ejaaatity ei.i; m&t&ri&i hm Imeu written in journals and
toxtbooks concerning hoeRO-cmro inatructioa for colostomy patients.
Anoag the isoat lu@lp.ful of those articloa arc thoao actually written
by patients tfommtslv®® .22,23,24,

yiioao reports proaoat as unstructured

typa of rosoaroF-i approach to this problOK by u@@ of the empirical
method.

Eocauso thoao are reports of actual experience, they ar©

usually quit© helpful to patients.
Also available la the field are articles by specialists which
take a more theoretical approach ami mm designed for use by pro
fessional person© ,26,27*28,

Very few of these are founded on facts

SSsostitia M. Seoor, '‘Jlo one ^aows I Have a Col ©stony, ‘
American Journal of KUieing, Sd: 703-4, Becemlior, 10SS.

the

^Soi^iia M. Seoor, '‘EehaOilitatlon of Qoloutaaiy Patients,"
Hospital Prc^^reea, 33x58-60, June, 1053.
24sylvia Perkins, wIt Isn't the mm Its tfte Worrying," Th®
Aaericaui Journal of Nursing, 39:341, April, 2033*
^Sophia M. Seoor, ”Jlew Hope for Dolostmay Patients,
Outlook, 3:643-3, December, 1934.

Mirslng

S^Genevieve Wapl.es, and Bernice tttempson, "Colostomy Care,
The Aaerican Journal of fturslng, 43:333-7, April, 1048.
27siiirley Hmffaa, Caro of the Shargicadl Paticmt, <New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company1366), pp. 164-5.
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resulting from rosenreh.

this is mm reason that a structured

research approach to this problem and to many like problems is thought
to hold some important answers lor nurses«
Heed lor Pood Sell-Care
A colostomy is the procedure of tasking an artificial opening
into the colon for drainage of the contents of the colon to the outside,
the opening may be temporary or permanent.30 this procedure is by no
means new to medical science.

the first recorded performance of a
it was perfomtad on a patient who had

colostomy dates back to
a stab wound of the abdoeen.31

this patient lived for 24 years after

the surgery; but many other instances of colostomy surgery since that
tins have not been so successful.

"’It was not

itll the present century

was wall on its wsy» with its improvsd diagnostic porcadurea sad
surgical techniques, that this type of operative measure has become

^Edward $• Stafford, and Ports Diller, Surgery sad Surgical
Nursi ng, third edition, (Philadelphia* w, B. Saunders Oonpany, ISnSS),
PP. 1 54-160.
2®Hobart K. Feltar, at. al.. Surgical nursing, seventh edition,
(Philadelphia: F. A. Dsvla Cowpany* 1658), pp. 346-354.
30Ibid., p. 346.
31 golina C. Buboia, Hints on the Management of a Colostomy.
the American Journal of Nursing, 55s71-2, January, 1955.
32ibid ♦ • p. 72.
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At the present tt

tills su'xu&ry is a immmn pr&m&®rm to

hospital personnel, hut it ^ust he remashered that it is hy no means
eosmon to the patient.

me many refinements likicii have made this

operation safe have not made its aftermath any less awkward for the
patient.33 Hie major change in body function which is brought about
by colostomy surgery presents many new problems to the patient.

Hie

adjustments required in physical care and daily living routine are
many.

The emotional and social adjustments are great, and have a very

definite influence on physical care as well.
within the last few years the medical and nursing professions
have become increasingly aware of the physical and mental adjustment
probl

faced by the colostomy patient, and have bean making efforts

to help the patient with these problems.

k study was located which

was performed under tke direction of a group of psychiatrists and
psychologists.3* Hie major emphasis of this study was an understanding
of the factors influencing the adjustment of the colostomy patients.
and their families to this change in physical function.
Definition of Good Self»Care
In order to identify the important aspects la colostomy care

33Ibld.
a4m*th E. Dyk and Arthur It* Sutherland, "Adaptation of
Spouse and Other Family Members to Col os tossy/‘ Cancer, ^ilS3-138,
January - February, 195E.
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a literature review was done.

fhe following ai*e t'ne aspects of self-

care designated by mny mUmra m essential in colostomy

df-earei

irrigation of the colon
01 let 1cm of the atmm
Skin care around the stma
E^gulatieii of bowel moveacsnt®
Ounsiatescy of fecses

met
dedication
Control of odor
/Uadotaiaal wound care
ftoriaeal h^usms car©
Uadarata^ll^ of poasihie cojipli cations
General hygieae
.Physical activity
tiottal and social adjuatrsent
iceeptmic© and
<JhdorstasKiUig of surgery and why don©
£ollow~up car©
Cmmmity facilities available
Col os tossy irrigatlaa is used in the majority of cases at least
for a period of time.

The usual goal in tl»e me of an Irrigation is

the regulation of bowel smvmmmte*

\f©ry often the irrigation my be

discontinued following the establishment of regularity in novewawt.
Boise physician® prefer that m irrigation not be used if the
colostomy is don© on the ascending colon because of the tendency to
cause or increase dianrheo.

11 so, in seme cases satisfactory

regulation la never attained without irrigation, and so the
irrigation teecmme a permaent .part ©f this patient *© coloatoiay car®.
Since this procedure is used by such a large percentage of col ©atomy
patients it i® essential that the procedure b© well understood by the
patient and that he be able to carry it out effectively.35,36,3T,3St
39,40,41,42.

m
Dilation oi ttto

is considered maeeaa&rf in most cases.

TlUa Is a Bimplo procedar®, feat requires repeated (aphasia in the
teaching program la order to prevent contracture of the orifice.43*'*4#
45,46,
Skin car® around the atoga, and ttie general hygiene of the
patient .receive repeated aaphaaia in literature concerning ooloatoiay

3%«*es Maroney, Surgery for Jfeiraea, (London; I, & 5. Living*
aten© Ltd * # 1053), p. 385.

3%i. M, Wiley, and S. ». Sugarhaker, Coloatoosy; Indications,
Techniques, and Itenagement,H Surgery, Qynecology, and 01^tetrics,
91:444, October, 1050.
3,S. II, Weissenburg wad H, M* 'ttvomp&o®, MA Colostcsay Irrigator
of Improved Design/* Journal o£ the American ^dlcal AasocAatioa,
158:1201, Hevanfeer, liii^
...
Wtlwm Marlow, Modem Surgery for Kurses, third edition,
(London: William Heinenaim Medical Bookm Limited, 1954), p. 20?.
^flaary S. Brooks, and .Pearl Castile, h Textbook of Surgical
Kuraing, seemid edition, (St. Louis? The €. V. Mesby Company, 194p), p. 346.
40cabot Shigh wad mry Dodd Oilea, Sufgical ^.rsiBg, fourth
edition, (Philadelpliia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1940), p, 331.
4i8uby Hass, 'Abdosinal-Perineal Resection, 8*fbe American
Journal of Mursing, 51.53, January, 1951.
4%ttsab©4h Lister, *Tt:e Patient With a Colostomy,’ file
American Journal of Kursing, SI;533, August, 1051.
43Kobert J, Samp, **fh« results of a Questionaair® Survey
of Colostomy Patients,** Surgery, Gynecology, and Obstetrics, 105:491-?.
440raffamf loe. cit.

4*^1 ley, lee, elt.

Ingles and Snlly CmpimU, "Ttw Patient ^th a
Colostomy/* The American Journal of Murslng, 58:1545, mvmzb®r 1858.
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cariK 47,4^49,50,01

Proper care of tti© &kin around th® stoma prevents

such complications as tissue separation with retraction of the bowel
and infection.

Either of these complications greatly add to the

problems the patient will have with physical cai*®, as well as leading
to social problems, due to inability to wear a tight fitting appliance
without extreme discomfort.
Regulation and consistency of 'bowel movements are often related
to diet.

Most authors agree that proper diet holds the key to

prevention of many problems in colostomy care.^3*^4,53,56,57,58
In many references basic diet lists are available for study.

These

usually exclude the laxative and gas forming as well as a few other
foods.

However, most physicians, beginning with the basic list,

encourage their patients to experiment with other foods.

Many times

4?Virginia C. Dericks and Kathryn A. itobeson, ”Problems of
Colostomy Patients,’* Public Health Horsing, 41:16-27, January, 1949.
4djohn P. west assd Manelva Seller, and Elisabeth Harmon,
Horsing Care of the Surgical Patient, sixth edition, (New York; The
Macmilan ^Company,' i957),", p. ’|0n#’"r',r,v"
4^Bemice Thompson, ‘Use of the Binkley colostomy Irrigator ,
Tlie American Journal of fkirsing, 48;235, April, 1948.
^Stafford, loc. elt.
51 William F. f&scFee and Manelva .Keller, Textbook of Surgical
Nursing, fourtii edition, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1942), p, 306.
520raf.Cam, loc. cit.

5%aples, loc. cit.

$*Felter, loc. cit.

^Sjioroney, loc. cit.
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the patient will fiad that He can tolerate several foods usually
excluded from a colostomy diet.

After a period of tim# of dietary

experimentation the patient is quite wall acquainted with the effects
of most foods on bowel action,

ilo tlius regulates his eating habits

to ensure a mucii greater measure of social confidence.
Understanding of medications ordered; use, dosage, and action,
is emphasised in most programs of patient teaching,

This is also

necessary for the colostomy patient; However it is interesting to note
that except in treatiaent of complications very few medications are
prescribed for the©© patients.

The main es^haal© in literature is

found to bo the need to stress omission of any type of laxative
medication because of its tendency to cause diarrhea.$1

Some

orally taken deodorants <^uch as Charcoal tablets) are at times used.
but m® of th®tu-j,

to varying effects, is not encouraged for most

col os tony patients.
Control of odor is a probier^ faced by virtually every colostomy
patient.

The problem la nest satisfactorily set by the majority of

patients in wearing a tight-fitting appliance which does not allow

Kracer Ferguson and Lillian A. Slioltis, 8iiasonfs Surgical
Nursing, (Philadelphia: J. P. idppiacott Company, IDbi), p7*^T7T
^Mildred R. Van ScliOick, ’feotioaal factors in Surgical
Nursing,” The American Journal of Nursing, 46:451, July, 1946.
^Kthel U* Strueben, "Nursing Care for the Patient With an
Abdomino*perineal Resection,5’ The American Journal of Nuralng,
31:22?, April, 1951.

w
to eeMsape*

tkjea© d«o(lor«i»t8i ior

wvl uoloutomy Img^s are

&l®& aval i»&i».^
Cai*® «i*f the vh&amitml iacialim ia a problem of early atgnificane®

la oblestusay m.m.

The Itaallag of ttia i»c.iaio& is usually ctmaldarad

as a prerequisite te dHa^ar®® £n#& te® hoapital.

Ikmmmr ^im lafoc

ticm of the iaclalon has eccttrad amS heal lag la ps'oioageiS^ tea patleat
m$ be cUscinargatl Isefora tea process 1» aaaplete.

la this east? tea

Atlanta aeada te oa t^all lastmaM la tea changing of dteasings, cleanslag and applying: of medication te tea msind and pravantion of
eontaoiitatioi! tr*m tlio colosteisy stmm,t^»dt,€&
Car® of tea perineal wetsMl is also an important aspect since
Quite often the patient like has had an ahdomi»o~p®ri«ie»i .resection
will te iiaeliarfed fr^i the hospital before tee perineal wound is
healed.

This is usually a deep eouad which is ©oat often irrigated

or supplied with drains in order to ensure uncosaplicated healing by
second intention,

’ten© tee dealing period is prolonged and the

^%»cre®» ice. elt.

^isrlow, ioc. cit.

bl M-ogb-, op . ci t • * p. 3^1.

^%asip, op. cit., p. #it.

®%er4 efce, lee* ait *

®%T-mrgumm, ioc* cit*

@%est# tec* cit.

^'Stafford, «q>» cit *» p. 152.

tiTtaeae* lee, eit*

tdnreoiia, l.ec* cit.

patient may Imv© mmf o£ special instruction in mm of tMs mnmd also.

m,wtn
^•ny explications iiay occur in my i>ost-op©rativ@ rmowwty
period.

Pmlmp®® of the feowsl, intestinal

ruction, retraction or

contraction at tita orifice, diarrhea, and urinary infection® are a
few which are apt nor® ecmonly foilowUig ooloatfp surgery.

What

ever the couipiication, if it 1® still present at discharge, the patient
uub%

receive instruction in any special mm needed in relationeiiip to

itja,?3,74,75
Hvte amwnt of ^iysical activity etil€& would he beoafidal and
yet not harmful to the post-operative patient is always a question
to he answered by the cooperative efforts of physician, nurse, and
patient.

tba physician or nurse my set sojae prescribed limit® for

the patient and yet much area remain® for experimentation,

the patient

needs to be iafaraad of types of activities which would adversely
affect his recovery, and also how much freedaa he may have to plan
his own program at hoia©. 76.77 # 7S. 7p

^Hraffaa# toe. cit.

f%aples# loc. dt.

^Imass, loc. cit.

?%»p, loc. Pit,

T%aples, loc. ait.

•^^^roney, loc. cit.

v,%iiey, lee. cit.

?%ubois, tec* ait.

77Tt»o^psoo, lee, cit.

'**^foroaey, lee. cit.

**tt«i*t

cit.
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©notional and social adjusteaat ara diffienlt for my csolostcmy
patient.

Many aro hat pad by th© real! station that otiiers hav© also

©Kparioncad this eiumgo ia body Inaction and arc still able to follow
normal lives•

The patient needs opportunity to estpress his feelings

in this regard and thus will find help in solving hi® problems himself.
Many patients need the reassurance that they will eventually be able to
follow most social and physical activities just as they did before
surgery.

An understanding of the surgical procedure, the maulting

alteration in function and why this was necessary often is helpful
to the patient in adjusting to this change.80*8A

This is an area of

need ia the teaching program ^iich cannot be over emphasizod,^**84*85
Teaching for Good Self-C*tr©
Use health professions have found two successful avenues of
approach in dealing witls ttie probl&tm faced by colostomy patients.
One of these is the "listening" approach in which the patient is
encouraged in expression of his feelings, which has gained mudn ground
under the sheltering wing of psychiatrists and psychologist.

Tills

approach has tmm mst successful In dealing with the emotional
adjustmmt and acceptance needed by the mlomtomy patient*

Hurses have

also been learning to use this approach in helping the patient with the
less complicated adjustment problems.80

°%aiap, op. cit., p. 396.
®%tafiord, loc. cit.
°^Vaa Setioiels, loc. cit.

Ferguson, loc. cit.
^SOraffam, loc. cit.
8%truoben, loc. cit.
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*ShQ otlier approacii,

lies received ioag-ar and graatof

<Kspri«»l8? is tmt ot providing n&odod iafonaation in a jsaaaingtul my*
Vita ' taaciiiiig approach! far aoioatam^ patients Has been in oparatian
in

i'onr* since tha first colostcx^ anrgor^

done* tfea

usafiiiaoss of this approact: is dataminad % tit© stall of the toachor,
the patient-teacher reiatioa^ip* and ta@ siagnltudo and type of the
patients1 pram mm.

Bvoa though the "teaching approacti has had greater

miphmiB tills miouM mt indicate that it is the mmt important.

Today

it is well understood that "iiatening- and teaching met go handin-iwad, and in ®®&t omm the listening oust proceed the teaching.
listening in the avenue by ishich tit© teacher deteminea tiio Ijasis and
the starting point for the toaddng, as well m identifyl^ problesas and
aifirg coal'll eta in order to prepare tlie my for the tee^tiag pvo^rr&n*
In reference to the research basis for teaching colostomy
patients, the following studies have boon located and investigated:
One mirsing' research study concerning colostomy patients

located.^?

This was an interview study approaching t*ie prohlom of emotional
to a coliNitaay.

It placed little oapliasia upon the teaching

of the ptiysical aspects of colostomy care.

It was felt by the author

of ti&is study that acceptance of the colostomy and emotional and social

$%etfcy h* llart and Anno w. Eohvodor, Support in Nursing,
Tlio American Journal of Nursing, 00:1400, C^ctobor, 1359.
^Anita Sater, ClMer Direction e£ Priscilla S. Nonnarh}
“’fieactiona to Col ostomy. Follow-up Interviews with 10 Former Patients'
University of '^stiington, 1958. <unpublished).
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adjustment oi tlie patient may be ttw greatest problem the patient
faces*

In this study it was pointed out that valuable assistance from

the medical professions may be offered the patient to aid in solving
this problem*
Another research study under the direction of several members
of the medical profession was a general survey of colostomy patients
done by questionnaire.^

This revealed some specific problem areas

faced by the colostomy patient, and suggested a well planned and
organised patient teaching program as one of the best solutions to
these problems.

Vue problem areas presented in this study are

duplicated in much of the literature concerning colostomy care.
These problem areas are included in a list given previously in tills
chapter.
.An interview study was carried on by various member© of the
heal til team in another hospital.^

Colostomy patients in the hospital,

the out-patient department and in the hmm were interviewed in an effort
to gather suggestions to be used in improve
teaching of tills type of patient.

it of hospital care and

This study was useful in reaching its

intended purpose, but was done on an empirical basis, reaching its
intended purpose without specifically designated research goals.
procedures and boundries.
Many authorities advocate that an outline of the essential
points in diet and care be available in written fora.

^Samp, loc. cit.

This may then

^Dericks, loc* cit.

M
be sent heme with the patient to reinforce the teaching done in the
hospital
It is also important that the patient not be left on his own
follwoing discharge and that follow-up care or appointments be
scheduled as needed.92,$3,04

Ho teaching

can anticipate all of

the problems or questions which may arise after discharge, and the
follow-up care should be directed toward helping the patient with
these.

If community facilities such as a visiting nurse service

or a colostomy club are available to help the patient these will
{stake the transition from hospital to home much easier.95
Because of frequent duplication of important teaching points
in literature several of the most helpful references have been
combined in a bibliography.^

pnQcsmffiBs of nm study
The Interview Schedule
to what extent are colostomy patients able to give themseivsatisfactory self-ear©?

It was the purpose of this study to find

the answer to tills question.

The interview schedule was constructed

9%taffonl, loc. dt.
op. cit., p. 4B1.
9%tafford, loc. cit.
9®so© Appendix B.

91Wiley, op. cit * • p. 440.
^^Thompson, loc. cit.
t)5oreffara# loc, cit.
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to aaswer the questions about sel£~ear© as described in the first
part of this chapter.®?

'Bie interview method was chosen in order to

facilitate more complete and adequate returns from the Investigation.
In the preliminary development of the interview schedule literature on
colostomy care was surveyed in order to locate important areas for
investigation.

In order to aid in elimination of bias and circumscribed

answers the open-ended type of question was used throughout.

Follow-up

questions were supplied to gain information on subjects that were emitted
by the respondent*
Data on home-care instruction were obtained from the patients
themselves,

flieir evaluation of the problems they had met in self-

care in relation to the home*”instruction they had received identified
the points which had been particularly emphasized in this instruction.
Development of the schedule. Hi© information gathered In the
literature review on colostomy care was incorporated into the interview
schedule.

Hits information was covered in question fora, using

open-ended introductory and follow-up questions.

In use of the

interview schedule it was intended that data be gathered on each
area of importance from each patient interviewed.
Content of the schedule.

Hi© first page of the interview

schedule contains a sample introduction given to the patient at the
time of the interview.

It was felt that the following items should

be included in an introduction:

®?Seo Appendix A,

as
-introduction &i tho Interviewer
-tlio nature and purpose of the study
-how the interviewee was rtvo-am
-assurance of ammyinity for the interviewee
-explanation for the need of taiang

notes

during the interview
-opportunity to ash any nguestlons desired before
beginning the interview
the second page m*$ku infemotion regarding tl'^e patient's evaluation
of his own periomaac© of self-care since discharge iron the hospital.
In rotation in this respect was sought regarding
importance listed previously*

of the areas of

In use of tills portion of the inter

view schedule the interviewer endeavored to ascertain the specific
-points in wUich tarn patient felt he had a definite problem with
self-care, or those in which he felt somewhat uncertaio, and those id
which ho xuit vonZitimt in self'care*

fhe follow-up queationa were

itaoa m needed to help tl>e patient pin-point nls respemse in a given
«!«*«»*

the third page of the interview schedule dealt with the patient*#
evaluation of his preparedness to carry out self-care at the tiwe of
discharge.

Tus information was sought in relationship to tire patient's

understanding of &&li-care, the three areas being designated as?
did not understand, somewhat uncertain, and good, understanding.
Information was mw^Ut on each specific point listed in tills portion
of the interview schedule using the same procedure as on the preview

m
Pa&m four mi

o£ tJt# iat@rv.iw scii@dtol.@ nought @p@ciJfic is-

toxmation r«^ardiag $$* hospital teachiag program*

tniormttm ms

gattiorad ragarding which ciaasifioatioa of hospital pmmmml pmrtleipmtod la tM©

program @a ^ethor lay ^raoaa parti ci pa tod

and ho»; m vhothor aay opportunity me provided for th@ patloat to
obsarvo ami praotica isolf-car® prior to dls^iarga: on the patient5a
feelings about this tyt>® of teaching program: and a® vliether the patient
received aay written fora of iaatraetlcms during thia pragma,

tho

patient was also qomtiomd an to whether a family member ms also
taught his car©,

two follow-up questions ware included to give

opportunity to gather any information poasibly missed her©-to-fore.
these ashed about the patient's i'o&lUigr of confidence on discharge
and whether there ms my aspect of self-care still not understood at
the time of discharge.

la termination of the interview the patient was

ashed whether any part of the teaching he received had not bom
tinned in tine interview and whether he had any suggestions for
impr@vea.eiit of the teaching he received.
the last page of the interview schedule included an outline
for the thanks of the interviewer for the patient*» participation
and the assurance that the information gathered should be of help to
other colostomy patients,
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ftevlalon ol the 8chodulo«

the Intention of

Os’iglxuiXly It

the author to revise the interview schedule according to suggestions
obtained iron the thesis comsuittee and other experts* and follow this
with further revision as indicated by a pilot study*
of the plan was carried out* and

the first part

revision of the interview schedule

was made according to the suggestions given.

It was* however* impossible

to conduct a separate pilot study, because of the limited number of
patients (twelve) available for participation in the study*
interview schedule was therefore used as completed*

The

It was found during

collection of data that one or two questions contained in the Interview
s chedule were unnecessary* but use of the schedule as a whole proved to
be efficient for the purpose of data collection.

The use of the

Interview schedule in data collection is discussed further in Chapter 3*
Sources of Deta
In order to increase the usefulness of the results of this
study patients from two different hospitals were used*

Since the purpose

of the study was the identification of a research basis for home*care
instruction no attempt was made to compere the teaching programs of
these hospitals*

The focal point is the identification of the areas

of need in hotne-oare instruction of colostomy patients* regardless of
the hospital from which they were discharged*
Permission for the study was obtained from the administrative

officer end the executive boerd of each iioepital, and the patient**
obtained by a chart

data

nausea and addresses and other

survey through the medical record department•
Treatment of findings
The

iterial obtained from the intervi

tabulated and

analysed in making a list of areas needing emphasis in home-care
instruction.
mimMAW
iv* VlWIlfSr’t
*

ISost of the written

terial availabla on

Inatructicm

for the col ostomy patient la not founded on a research basis. This fsct
does not necessarily hinder its usefulness to the patient or practitioner*
but neither does it substantiate any broad application of such material•
It is for the purpose of establishing a firmer basis for application
of information that this research study was undertaken.
The fact that colostomy surgery has been used since 1795 does
not necessarily Indicate that the patient f<

any leas of an

adjustment problem than with any of our more recently developed
surgical procedures.

Indeed, because of the major

function the physical as well es

in bodily

itsl adjustment is great tor any

colostomy patient• The medical and nursing professions have endeavored
to help the patient with these problems by opening avenues of
cation and by setting up an endless variety of teaching programs.

30
Some of thmm teaching programs are informal ami nmm highly
structured, however the basic aim of providing aid to the patient
remains the same for either type.
Several research studies related to this topic have been
located and briefly summarised, but none were found which duplicated
the aim© or the research design of tills particular study.

4t present

there is still an urgent need for a research approach to patient
teaching In olostomy self-care.
In discussion of the present status of the problem the needful
preparation of the nurse for effective patient teaching is discussed.
Xt is again emphasised that a research basis for this teaching program
is essential to the validity of the program itself.
In determination of the research design the interview method
was chosen as the most potentially effective method of data accumula
tion available for tills purpose.

An interview schedule was constructed

and revised in implementation of use of this method.

k pilot study for

valid!fication of the Interview schedule was not carried out because
of the limited number of patients (twelve) available for the actual
research data collection.
Patients for the study were obtained through the cooperation
of two hospitals,

the necessary information about the patients was

obtained through permission of the administrative officer and the
executive board of each hospital.

CHAPTER III
COLLECTl OH AMD TABULA TI OH Of DATA
INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF PATIENTS FOR DATA COLLECTION
Five hospital's serve the vicinity sad surrounding ares.

It ess

decided to use patients froa each of these institutions if possible.
Thus, it was thought, a hotter patient sampling could be obtained*

A

letter was prepared requesting the peroission of the administrator and
executive board of the hospital to pursue this study including patients
from the institution in question.^ This letter was accompanied by
an abbreviated copy of the research outline.Both the letter and
the

rch outline were delivered to the hospital by the author, and

in

cases it was possible to discuss the proposed research with the

hospital administrator or an assistant*

Four of the hospitals were private

community or church supported institutions, and the fifth was a County
Hospital.
One of the private hospitals returned a prompt reply that it was
the opinion of the Executive Board that the patient records were for
the private use of the staff and physicians of the hospital, and they
felt that they would be violating a confidence placed in them by the
patients in relinquishing the information requested for this research
study.
A second private hospital, after deliberation at two board

®%ee appendix &*

®%ee Appendix C.

meetings stated the foilowing in a letter:
Hi# Ccwiitte® wiftbfl* totn# study yon are
ysidertailing a&i wish yon all th# mc®m® in the world
in obtaining this necessary inforatatiott* Bowwer,
ixscanse this is a privat® hospital, we would haw# to
obtain mm&mlon fwm each individual surgeon prior
to granting permission for this study m our patients*
This would he administratively extremely difficult and
we are unahi# t© help you with your study.
find the author been able t© arrange an appointment for a personal
interview with the administrator or m*m discuss the matter by phone
this might have helped to clarify this problem which was solved easily
wife another private hospital»

It

, however, iapoaaitd® t©

&cocmpli®h either of fee above even though fere© different attempt#

were made t© do so*

this was not thought to 'be due to uawtilingnesa

©a fee part of the administrator, but rather due to uany pressing
administrative duties.
A third sriall private hospital indicated their willingness to
cooperate, and even went so far as to locate ail colostomy patients
of feat hospital within the past year.

Hi# total number of fees#

patient# was five: of fees#, two turned out to have had ii@©st«ies
rather than ©oioetoaies, ©a# was a baby under one year ©f age, two had
temporary colostomies which had been closed for quit© sera© time and so
mm no 1 eager ooacemmS wife colostomy care, and fea private ^ysidan
of fee remaining patiaot felt that the patient would object to tsufe an
interview.

thus, non# &£ fee patients ften this hospital were in-

eluded in fee study.

'S3

Tm administrative personnel of ilie remaining two hospitals, on©
private, and tli© other a County hospital, readily agreed to the research
study and were most helpful in gathering of necessary preliminary data
on the patients to km interviewed*
SELECTION OF PATIENTS FOS DATA COLLECTION
In both of the cooperating institutions it was necessary to
examine tlie surgery schedule records for the past year in order to
identify those patients who had had colostomy surgery*

t^*e medical

records departments of both of those hospitals catalogue patient diagno
ses in this way, but aeitlier of those departments had been able to keep
their records up to date enough to include all colostomies done within
the past year, and particularly those done in recent month®*
Following identification of patients who had had colostomy surgery
between Febmary 1, 19(10 and May 1, 1961 by name and chart number frora
the surgery schedules, the ciiart of

ch patient was obtained and

studied for verification of necessary qualifications.
sevea patient records were studied,

A total of forty-

thirty-five of these

ir© dis-

qualified for use in the research study for various reasons.100 three of
these patients were still hospitalised at the ti:

this study was done.

these jmtiente were not yet concerned with self-car© in the hospital.
Four other patients had had colostomies for varying periods of time
exceeding 15 months, and had had only colostomy revision surgery within
the last year*
10%©e Table X*

Hire© patients had had their colostomies closed for over
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mA&OH FOR THIRTY-FIVB PATISMTS BSIHG DIS<il LIFISD

rm use in tus research study
s(bbb

Hm^er ©i' patioata

Reagon for Pisqaaliiication

3

Still in th© hoapital and not doing salt-ear©.

4

Hava Had col©atomy 1| years or sore and had
only revision surgery within the last year*

3

ColostoKty Had bean closed tor over 3 sBonths,

3

BSQvorii or lived too far away for Interview*

7

Had cocostowy or ileostomy Instead of
colostomy.

13

IDacaasod.

3S

■Tatal
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three months and these could not be expected to retain an accurate
Five had moved

picture of the problems they had met in sell-care.
or lived too far away to make an interview possible.

Seven oi the

patients had had cecostomy or ileostomy surgery Instead of a
colostomy.

Many of the physical aspects of care of a eecoatomy or

il<K»stomy are quite di£ Cerent from the care of a colostomy, and so
it was decided to omit these patients from the study.

Thirteen of the

patients orginally identified as prospects for interview had expired
prior to the time at which the interviews were undertaken.

Twelve

patients were tints identified as candidate® for this interview study.
Tim private hospital participating in the study requested that the
author obtain the permission of the private physician of each patient
for the interview before approaching the patient.

This pemission was

readily granted by each physician contacted.
Tm County hospital administrator requested only that

cii

patient interviewed from the hospital sign a release form granting
pexmission$&r us© of material from the patient*® clinical record in
tills research study.

Each on© of the patients interviewed from the

County Hospital signed this release*
Each patient was then contacted and gave personal permission
for participation in tkm study prior to the interview.

Each of the

twelve patients interviewed were quite receptive of the purpose of the
study and kindly cooperated in an interview which averaged 45 minutes
to an hour in length.
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CCnUUECTIOSf OF DATA
In us© of th© interview sdicwlul© it was first considered
necessary to provide the patient witii a certain atmnmt of intfOdNietory
information.

This included; a personal introduction of the interviewer,

tii® nature and. purpose of tiie study, the way in which tills patient was
chosen as a participant in the study, assurance of anonymity cm the part
of tit* patient, and an opportunity for questions before beginning the
main portion of the interview.*^*
Open-ended question© were used in order to obtain free response
from tii© iatorviewoo.

A portion of the interview schedule was reserved

for data rocoririing aac? classification of responses to various questions.
Efforts were mad® by the interviewer to draw the interviewoo out as
mtcii as possible with little interruption of tli© conversational flow.
The patients did not a®®m to mind some note-taking during the interview,
and tcie&t of them talked very freely.

Any specific point® omitted during

the conversation wore picked up by us© of clarification question® later
in tli® course of the interview.
It was felt that the us© of this conversational method
facilitated more complete explanation by the patient and brought to view
gwm© hidden probleaq as well a© enhancing interviewer-interviewee
rapport much more than a strict question and answer method could have
done.

The interview schedule time was not always filled in in a routine

101 See Appendix A.
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order, l^ut rospoasos wore recorded as topics arose ia tho coarse of
conversatioii.

Later ia the course of the interview the coavei“satioa

was ais*ected rsore by the iaterriewar ia order to complete say portion
of necessary iniorsaatioa wiiich had not boen discussed thus far in the
interview,

of course, soiw extraneous material <mt©re ia during the

course of such an interview, but the value of the conversational awthod
was deemed wortli tkm added use of time*
At the dose of the interview the patient was thanked for
participatiJig, and givm the assurance that the uao of this
should be of help t© other eolostcrnty patients.

toriai

Ml of the interview®®#

sotsood to appreciate this fact ami many expressed their interest and
stated that they were glad lor the opportunity to participate.

rmmam

of data

The data were tabulated in several different ways in order to
provide the 'Widest possible range of usefulness.
these data is discussed in Chapter 41

CFurther analysis of

Tabulation was made of all of the

material gathered on the interview sciiodulo for all twelve patients as
Tlie I ol lowing comparisons were tlion made of into matron gained

a group.

using the first two pages of the interview sofiedule:

(Hi© first page

having to do with .patients* problems, and the second witli their early
adjustment in self-care at home with refereac©

to the hospital teaching

prograsu.)
Responses of patients who had a colostomy 3 months or less
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Efssp0ii.$@® &i p*tim.ta
t&r 20 day® ©r lass aM
tk®m hospitalized for over 24) days.
Ocjf^FMsmi of rmpommm, of patients hming hadi
i • tmxp&mrf QQ&tmtome&m
2. mmmmt oof ostoray.
Ooraparisoa o£ rmpon&es aooox^ing to two ago grouping® of
the patiout®.
Coaparisou of romposm&B ol male md i'aml© pati^ats.
m effort was mmbm to aaalyso any ©igaai cieaat di£.C«imcoa in
tlioso grouping®, bocaosa of tho app.ii^ti€3su of aucii lljadiags to the

setting-up of future touching progrmm.

smmxm
Two hospitals, oao private and ©a® a Couaty hospital ladicatod
williagaoss to particlpato in this study.
Patients were identified first by an examination of the surgery
achoduiea for the past year and later by examination of the clinical
records.

Worty-mmm patients warm originally Identified, only twelve

of which Qualified for the research study.

Permission for this study

was obtained from the two hospitals, inm private physicians, and from
the paiioatss.

County hospital patients signed a release on medical

information obtained from thoir clinical records.
Ih© conversational methcsd m® used in the interview in order to
facilitate nore compluto and natuml response from the patient,

test

©a t)ie patients indicated satiafaction at being able to participate in
such a study to benefit other patients.

3®

tH© data w®rm tabuiatad in savara* vmy* la aa affort ta idaaitify
algalfioaat diffaMMsaa ahlcsb alglit hava im^ortaot baarlag on aatUng
up of futura toacbiag
Analyala and latarpratati'
chapter.

of data la diacuaaad la tba

t

CHAfTEft l¥

Amixsw Am twammammm & data
mmlf&lB ©I thm date ^©sialtiug t£vm a raaeardr® study is as
essHsatiai step
data.

In wttimr

to

iutorpmtmtimi maA um of t$vm®

to bo &W.® to

wwiv& wmmrlmmB of finding® and

£.tgtti?@s rosnlting from this rom&rm study tha data gatliarud wra
analys&ad la w?oral way®.

An affort mm ®ada to claariy roprmmt

the pati©at group ^ich served mm Um data source.

Its® data gathered

were tinea grouped and compared ia several way® to aid la interpretation
of result®.

x^scuiPTioif or mtmvm smmjm
Of ttie twelve patianta used in tine study,1 is2 five had under^oiie
surgery and .received ^at-operative care and teaching in a private
hospital under tli# care of private physicians and rnmrm were County
hospital patient® under the care of um mtmtt of the County hospital.
The age range of the patient group vmm 30 to TS years.
for tha group of twelve patient® was ST. 73

.

The average
Four of the

patient® interviewed were Males and eight -mm tmmmXm.
flie patients in. the group had mtpmrUmvQd voioBtomy aurgory
for a variety of romom.

Six had Um diagnosis of cancer of ilt#

colon, sigaoid or rectum.

Tliree had ooloatmy surgery bomum of

diverticulitis,

i0%ee TmbXm II.

one ©acli had sus*gery for Um followtng reasons;
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TABLE II

mmamrim or patismb sample® Accmmm to ssabcii
rat Bmmmr, rm cr svsmm, sia Am Am
■g^raa.

ssrsiasr-

Catusiss

Typo of soloetcmy

Bale or fmml&

Age of Bt.

Ca. Coloa

P»omaacmt

Male

73

Ca. C&ltm

Ttempar&rif

Female

37

Cm* SlfnB&tl

Panmmmt

Fomalo

33

Cat. Sigmoid

Tmtpor+vy

Female

.'8

3

€a. B©ctm

Permmmt

'Fmml®

m

c;

€». Ifectuis

Pevmatumt

Twml&

73

7

Dlvorti <ail itls

Tmm»msrw

Female

$0

a

Blvort l ail i ti ^

T^porary

Female

32

0

Divert! oil Ills

Temporary

Female

47

A#teaiena

Peraaneftt

Bale

73

11

coles* Fistula

Temporary

Male

35

12

Stab womxla of
Abdo^m

Temporary

Male

30

l.

3

10

43?

tatmetimA

m&m fistula, and stab wwm&» of %m abdosw.

mwrn &£ thaao smti&sitB hm umrgwy I'osultlag tn a pas
ami smtm had t^porary

it aol Q&t&viy i

atiiaik would bo closed ia th& future

or had boon ciossoci witiiia throe -mmWm prior to thm latarrlw.
At the tlee of the iaterriow s^io patlaata had had thoir
coloatoislas for 10 Mtth® and others for lessor parloda of ti» on dt«m
to two sMMtlm.

V\® varlatlcma hare are sftwm in Table 111*

pati^sta had bed their aoloateiias oioaod at the tii

caaly two

of intorviow.

me had kmm cioaod for one south and the other for two.
Three of the twelve patients ala© had had perineal surgery for
removal of the lower col an and the reotita in addition to the
procedure.

One of thmw patients was a male, 73 years ©f ago, and the

other two were female* ages 6ct and 73,
Tlx© length of heapitallxation at the time of coioatcey aurgery
varied greatly, the mage being § t© 4S day® witis an average of 19,53
day# hospitaliisati©a*

The private and csounty hospital prejicsstod quite

a little variation in this roai>eet.

Tlie ammlMHr of day# stay in the

private hospital ranged fro® 5 to is day® with an average stay of iCi.i
days.

in the County hospital the rang© was ll to 43 days with an

average of 23 days.
The time between discharge tram Urn hospital end the interview
also varied greatly.

Patients were interviewed as early as one stoath

following discharge and as late a# ten nantba following discharge.
Hie average tiae between disparge and interview for the whale group
mm four
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TABJUE

III

pmswrrwim

of patisbtb sahpusd acoosoihg to typs of sih^ry
AJRO TIM'S OF ISTBRVm IM 13KLATI0M TO SATE OF OEIGimt
smtmr ok of a/mm sokoeky

Type of ColostQEsy

Time Pstieat W*& Had
Colostomy at the Time
of interview

Length of Timo
Colostomy Had
Boea Closed at
Time of Interview

1

Pensaaeat

1U Months

2

Pemanent

h mmthn

3

fteroaneat

7 Months

4

Pmmimmt

3 Months

3

Poxvianent

2 Months

6

Tempotwry

10 mmUm

?

Temporary

4 Months

1 rnmu*

8

Temporary

3 mmtkw

2 Months

$

Temporary

3 Montim

10

Tseperary

2 MoutliS

U

Temporary

2 Months

12

Temporary

2 Months

#tu,
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
It was felt that tabulation of finding® would be most moaaingiul.
following are several tables which portray the respoasaa of the patients
to the questions asked in data collection.

15ie orgainination of these

tables was based mt tlw construction of the interview schedule, and
an introduction to and explanation of each is made as necessary.
Problems fith Self-Care

Tables V to 1% represent the findings from page two of the
interview schedule.

As previously stated the purpose of this page

was the identification of problem areas in colostomy self-care at
home, the responses of the patients were categorised during the
interview as to whether they:

1) Had a definite problem with self-

care, 2) Were somewhat uncertain about self-care and 3) Were
confident in performing the various procedures in self-care, or in
understanding of self-care and adjustment.
In an effort to evaluate any possible significant difference in
these data various additional grouping of the patl its were used for
analysis purposes.

The results for all twelve patients as a group

were recorded. Ass additional group (six in number) consists of those
patients who had had a colostomy for only three months or less.

T5ils

breakdown was used in order to see whether the newer colostomy patient
reported more problems or uncertainty in regard t© self-care than those

*°%ee Table IV.
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TABS*® IV

pmsBmtmm ®r pmmm smmjm wmmtm to mmm
mmptr&uizjmm, tvpe of hospital m* rim umm
Bxrmm oisatA.« km imwim

Fists© npmst Ip Hospital
for eolcmteity BurgQry
aud Umawmry

Timm Impm Bmtwmia
MBmtmrgm trcm Stospital ajod Intorvl«w

of

Typ® oi Hospital

l

40 Days

4 HOPtiils

County Hospital

2

2® Pays

9 Moatha

Cmmty Hospital

3

M W»ym

4 mmms

County Hospital

4

25 Bays

l BmUi

County Hospital

3

S3 Bays

1 .Hontli

County Hospital

6

21 Says

2 Wmtim

County Hospital

?

la Bays

3 Montiss

Private Hospital

a

12 Bays

3 Months

Private Hospital

0

11 Days

ID Healths

County Hospital

10

10 Days

S Months

Private Hospital

11

9 Pays

1 Month

Private Hospital

12

5 Days

2 Months

Private Hospital
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who had been doing sol if-care tor a longer period of tlioio.

It was also

felt that a comparison of those having a temporary colostomy (seven)
wit!) those having a permanent colostomy (five) might be helpful in
analysis.

The younger and older age groups were also compared; those

between 3u and 30 with those 60 years and over.
male patients were compared with those of the f<

The responses of the
ile patients.

It was

also felt that a comparison based on the length of hospitalisation might
be useful in determining whether a longer period of hospital care would
contribute to snore satisfactory self-care performance at home.

Tims

the responses of those patients hospitalised 20 days or less were compar
ed with the responses of those who were hospitalised over 20 days.

For

the tabulation of the results of comparisons of these various groups
several tables were used.****
In comprehension of the responses recorded on these tables it
is important to note that two patients did not use irrigation or
dilation in self-care, five patients were not taking any medication
at the time of interview, nine did not have perineal surgery in addition
to the colostomy, and ten reported no complications.
Patients* Evaluation of Ee&Jinesg to do Self-Care at Time of Discharge
The responses collected using the third page of the interview
schedule have been summarised in the same way as those from the
previous page. 105 Ttie purpose of the use of page three of the interview

104S«e Tables V - IX.
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TMUM

V

mowum wot self-case j wmpcmw or entiee ghoof mmm
ccamma* wot six or rm mwp mo had had oolostcmv
C^V THREE HGHTHS OR LESS

111
ilespo«s«3s of all 12 patiants

Area of Ca.ro

Ba finite
Froplem

Rospoasos of 6 pati mats
having had colostomy
3 months or Im®
Somowhat C5oaiidont|3[^’:UiU,t@?lSoKie^:-.at JcosafidSt
Uncortain
in
FroM ea Dno@x*tal»
in
self-Oil*©
sol f-ca roll

lixyssiim

»Ll^nl2

Dilation

mxz
mi
mz

&JL

Rogiilation

mi

mi.
mi

Ccmsi&tmcy
of Fecea

1/12

3/12

MOl

.mi

MM.

Diet

1/12

mi

Jk'H

jkJk

JUk

Skin Caro

Medication
Control of
Cidor

XiJk

JuJk
*L&

JUM.

mi

MM
3/12

Abd. wouatl
Car©

2/13

MM

iiii

'lias.

Ferizmal
found Car©

AM

2/ii

T

mi
LM

Compllcations

Gonoral Myglcp©

AM,

mi

Mil

Acceptance

4/12

4/12

4/12

MJL
£M

nJ/B/AZ,

mi

MiSL

Mu.

jyflm

Activity

Ml

3/6

MM

MM

2/S

1/6

m
Tmm vi
mmisHs nm self-case; nmPcttsEs of patiiets with
TOTFORARY C0LQ6TQMY AS CO^PAHEO WITH THOSE
OF PATIENTS HAVINO mmmmNT COLOSTOMY
ssssr;
ReeiKmses of 7 patients with
a Tsstporary Colostomy
BOTHto'loiaewEa'C
Area of Care

Problem

Uncertain

Rosponses of & patients with
a Permanent Colostomy

GmHlEm'k' WiXaTw'
in

S&S

Prohlem

^iWTtPBSIBBt
flaceriain

Self-care

in
Self-car©

Irri&atloii

6/T

4/5

Dilation

y/f

3/5

2/5

2/5

2/7

l/S

4/5

2/7

4/'5

1/5

Reigulatlcai

2/7

3/7

2/7

Consistency
of Feces

1/7

4/7

Diet

1/7

4/7

Medication
Control of
Odor

1/5

2/5

5/7
3/7

Abd, Wound
Care

1/7

3/7

1/7

6/7

1/5

■ mmur- -tv#*?*' »sKinm

5/5

Perineal
Wound Care

3/S
1/7

Complications

1/7

7/7

General Hygiene
Activity

1/7

3/7
• ••

Acceptance

3/7

3/7

SS^g;

4/5

5/5

3/7
1/7

•■csr'ir :r; 7,....... .

1/5

2/5

3/5

1/5

3/5
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TABUS VII

msmm

with shlf-caibu
w 't&mm
m> oumn age aiioims coipakeo

l^spoasee of 6 patients
Saot'sseeii 30 St 59 years of age
Arm of Care

Definite Sim&viimt
Proliler-a Uacertafo

n©spos»s©s of 6 patioats 60
years of age trod over

€os£ld@at
in

Oefinito Smtmttmt Coafident
in
Profcdoa Uncerfais

eell-coro

Self-ear®

IrrlgatAoa

§/S

5/6

Dilatloa

5/6

5/6

Skip Caro

3/6

1/6

1/6

5/6

3/6

8/6

^egolatloa

a/e

2/6

a/®

Oonsistssacy
of Feces

1/6

4/S

1/6

1/6

5/6

Met

1/6

4/6

1/6

4/6

2/6

dedications
Ctoafrol of
Odor

1/6

3/6

4/6
3/6

AM. Wound
Care

1/6

2/6

1/6

&/B

1/6

3/6
6/6

Perineal
WmoMl Care

3/6
1/6

1/6

Complication®

6/6

6/S

General Hygiene?

Activity

1/6

4/6

1/6

Acceptance

2/6

a/«

2/6

2/6

1/6

5/6

2/6

2/6

oil

TABLE VIII
PE0BUS3S WITH SELF-CARE: R12SPQI83S2S OF MALE PATIEHTS
OQft&PARED WITH THOSE OF FEMALE PATIENTS
mam

Responses of 4 Male
Patients
m

Area of Car®

Definite Soraewhat
Problem Uncertain

%&&pofWG8 o£ & female*
Patients
Coniident
In
Self-care

Irrigation

3/4

Dilation

4/'4

Skin Care

Eogulatlon

1/4

definite Somewhat Confident
in
PimM&m Uncertain
Self-car©

n

f/S
S/8

%/a

6/8

3/8

2/8

3/4

5/8

3/8

2/4

7/8

1/8

2/4

2/4

2/4

2/4

2/8

Consistency
1/4
Diet

1/4

1/4

Control of
Odor

6/8

1/4

Medications

2/4

2/8

4/8

Abd. Wound
Care

4/4

1/S

7/8

Perineal
wound Care

1/4

1/4

Complications

1/4

Acceptance

1/8

1/4

8/'8

4/4

general Hygiene
Activity

2/8

3/4

1/4
2/4

2/4

4/8

5/8

3/S

2/8

a/e
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YABUE IX

mmum

with

sstF-cw: wmmmsm

of patients

IKBPITAU^B) FGH SHORTEK AM) LONCSH
^RIOO OF TIME COMPARED
SSSSs^SSSpSSSSSSSSSSSS

Rosponsos of 6 paticmts
Hospitaliso<l 20 days or lessi
Area of Caro

Definito Somotdiat
ProbX
imcortain

Confidoat
ia
Sol t~emm

Mspmi^os of 6 patioats
Hospitaliaod raoro than 20 days
Confidoat
Dofinito
in
Pro’oiosss Uncertain
Sol f« car©

Irrigation

4/S

0/S

Dilation

4/-©

6/6

Skin Car©

2/6

4/6

2/6

4/6

3/6

2/6

Eagulatlon

2/6

2/0

2/6

Consistency
of Fooos

1/6

3/6

2/6

2/6

4'0

Diet

1/6

4/6

1/6

4/'S

2/-S

1/0

3/6

4/6

Medication
Control of

SIWP

2/6

Abd. Wound
Cara

4/0

1/8

2/0

3/6

S/6

6/6

Parlnaal
ound Cara

1/6

2/-6

Cuiapl icatioiita

1/6

General Hy^i mw

8/6

1/6

Activity

1/6

3/6

2/6

Acceptance

2/6

2/0

2/6

1/6

8/6

2/8

2/6

4/6

2/6

2/6

m
g-ciiedttl© was to assess the patient*s c^aination of his omlerstaaMtlitg
Of sol £-cnro at tiio time of discl^arge.

In gathariag data in this

area the interviewer attempted to direct the patient’s attention to
the hospital teaching pregnm in evaluating his own undorstanding at
the time of discharge#

the responses of the patients were thus

categorized into the three following areas: i) did not understaiid,
2) eeneehet tmeertnin in understanding, 3) hed good imderstandii^ at
the time of discharge free the hospital.#
The respoasos of the patients to the questions on pages
4 mad o of the interview sehedule will be discussed in the section
of tills paper dealing with interpretation of data.

!^%ee Tables :c - XIV.

TAM*!

1

MTims* mmmtm of eeadiness to m swur-cAm at time of
maamm tmim emm mmum cmPAnm nra six of ths Guam
who mu nm cmosmiv c^ly tmn
cm ijsss
«JS5SS3Sr3X§mg!E!^^

msponm® &£ all 12 patients

Area of
Instruction

Surgery &
Why Done

E&spcmses of © pmtionts
having hues a colostosay 3
months or loss
Did not

Somesdliat

Good

Hatterstand

Un
certain

Understanding

Did not
Gorierstand

S&mmih&t

certain

Good
Undera tabling

2/12

3/12

7/X2

2/6

4/'©

2/12

S/IB

1/0

4/6

Irrigation
Dilation

S/0

10/12

Shin Care

4/12

8/12

2/'©

4,0

ftegulation

2/12

7/12

3/i a
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a/e

met

3/12

4/12

5/12

2/0

4/8

0/12

Medication

Control of
Odor

3/12

AMtmlmil
«^ouiid Caro

4/t
3/6

412

S/12

1/12

u/ia

e/a

2/12

2/0

1/0

2/0

Perineal

^eund Care
ODJifii ca
tions
follow-up
Appt. fe Care
General
Hygiene

1/11

Activity
Catmmii ty
Facilities

3/12

Emotional u
Social Adi.

Wti.-Vt **&+>##*

i/a

2/12

1/12

412

11/12

0/0

12/12

0/0

S/12

i/e

2/6

i/e

1/12

1/12

2/12

2/12

3/0

1/6

S/6
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TABLE XX
PATIENTS* SVAX4JATX0N 0®* RSADIHBBS TO BO BELF-CANE AT TIB® OF
DISOjABOE; RESPONSES OF PATIIBtlTS WITH TEBIPORART CQtsQSTtm
AS GUMPAWBR WITH THOSE OF PATIENTS HAVING PERMANENT CQMfi'&m
mmrn

Responses of 7 patients with f&Bspoaso'S of 5 patients
a Temporary Coi ostomy
with a permanent Colostomy
Area of
Instruction
Surgery and
Why Pone

Bid not SonewLat
Un
Under
certain
stand
1/7

Irrigation

3/7

4/7

1/7

5/7

Bid not
Under
stand
1/5

Sordewftat

U»~
certain

Good
Under-"
standing

1/S

3/5

1/5

4/5

S/7

5/5

4/7

3/7

5/5

Dilation
Skin Cate

Good
Under**
standing

Regulation

1/7

4/7

3/7

1/S

3/S

1/5

Diet

2/”/

2/7

3/7

1/5

3/^S

2/S

Medication
Control of
Odor
Abdominal
wound Care
Perineal
Wound Care
Complica
tions
FOllow^up
Appt it <^re
General
Hygicme
Activity
Cofeaunlty
Facilities
Emotional &
Social AdJ.

2/'5

4/'7
3/7

1/7

3/7

3/5

2/5

7/7

1/5

4/S

1/5

3/5

1/S

4/5

2/7
7/7
7/7
1/7

3/7

3/7

5/5
3/5

1/S

2/5
1/5

1/7

5/7

1/7

4/5

i/S

Sf>

TABLE K1I
PATIENTS* VALUATION OF BBAJHNBSS TO BO mBJ*~Gkm AT TIME CjF

msmmm&i wmpamm of vounger
oobb age mom* cmmma

Bosponsee of 6 patients
60 years of age modi
over

Responses of 6 patients
between 30 & 56 years
of age
Area of
Instruction
fnsrgory and
Why Done

Did not
Under
stand
1/6

Somewhat

Un

Good
yndknr-

certain
1/6

4/6
3/6

Dilation

5/6

Skin Care

tm~

certain
2/6

3/6

2/6

4/6
5/6

2/6

4/6

3/6

1/6

1/6

4/6

2/6

2/6

Diet

2/0

3/6

1/6

1/6

3/6

3/6
3/6

Abdominal
Wound Care
Perineal
wound Cfe.ro
Complica
tions
Follow-up Appt.
And Care
General
Hygiene

Good
Under
standing;

4/6

2/6

Activity
aSmaunlty
Facilities

1/6

Somewhat

2/6

Regulation

Medication
Control of
Odor

Did not
Under
stand

't ST/J*

Irrigation

amb

1/6

2/0

3/6

3/6

0/0

1/6

3/6

6/©

1/0

5/0

2/6
6/6

*4

1/6

6/6

6/6

„i££

rsrsssssssasss;

4/6

1/6

3/6

2/6

4/£
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TABUS XIII
PATISNTS* EPAJUIAT2QM OF REAOIKSSS TO 00 SEU-CAftR AT TIMS OF OISCgtABOB
IISBPQNBBS OP MAJUS PATISNTS OQMPAffiBEI WITH THOSE
OF FEMALE PATIENTS

Eosponaeo of 3 Female
patioots

of 4 nolo
patioots
Araa of
Inatructlon

Bid not
Wader-

Sa&wtliat

ataad

Good

cortain

Surgary and
Wfay Pon#

s*£2«im

1/4

3/4

Irrigatimi

1/4

3/4

Dilation
2/4

2/4

aagolatloo

2/4

2/4

1/4

1/4

2/4

Modi cations
Control of’
Odor
Abdoniaai
wound Caro
Porinoal
Wound Caro

ataad

2/8

Good

Oncortain

4/8

1/8

0/8
8/8

2/8

6/8

2/8

5/8

1/8

1/8

3/8

4/8
S/8

1/4
1/4

1/4

2/4

1/4

3/4

atanding

2/3

4/4

Skin Caro

mot

Md not
Utodor-

2/8

3/8

3/8
8/8
2/8

1/4
2/4

Oottpl leatlona

Follow-up
Appt. & Caro

1/4

Kieraf
Hygiono
Activity
facility
motional and
Social AdJ.

3/4

8/*

4/4

8/8

2/4

2/4

1/8

4/8

3/8

1/8
3/4

1/4

1/8

6/6

1/8
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TABLE XIV
PATIENTS * EVALUATION OF READINESS TO DO SELF-CARE AT TIME OF DISCHARGE

Msmasm of patients hospitalised for $mm&
Am ummn msaam of time cosparkd
aggr-^gr': ■jar^gaar :"»»«?■

Responses of 6 patients
Hospitalized 20 days or

Response of 6 patients
Hospitalissed over 20
days
Good
Understanding;

BommAiot
Uncertain

Good
Under
standing

Surgery and
Wliy Done

2/0

4/0

Irrigation

2/6

3/6

6/6

4/6

6/0

Arm of
Instruction

Md not
Under
stand

Dilation
2/6

Skin Dire
Regulation

1/6

5/6

Diet

3/6

1/6

Abdominal
%omad Care
^SrinmU
wound Care
Oocapli ca
tions
Foi low-up
Appt« 6 Care
General"

2/6

4/0
1/0
2/6

3/6

1/0

1/6

5/6

i/6

4/0

2/0

3/6

3/6

3/0

3/6

1/6

1/6

4/0
6/6
2/6

1/6

1/6
1/0

2/6

3/6

2/6

1/0

Hygiene
___
Cosaraunity
Facilities
'Motional 4
Social Adj.

2/6

Soeiewtiat
Un
certain

3/6

Medications

Control of
Odor

Did not
Under
stand

2/6

5/6

6/6

6/6

6/6

2/6

1/0

2/6

3/0
1/0

5/6

1/6

1/6

4/6
''ir^-r^r l'jjrtl!pro

1/0

sa
IFTESPHETATIOJi OF FINDIf^
tti« responses of pat louts to this interview sttKlj' yieldetl much
interesting information.

Vie patients were ail cooperative, interested

in discussing their surgery and self-care, and desirous of being of
help to other patients with similar prohlaea.

Identification of the

patient smpling, and tabulation o£ similarities and differences in
the patient sampling are discussed in the first part of this chapter, and
presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4,
Problems With Self-Car©
Th© three major problem areas which became evident through the
interviews were 1) Emulation of Bowel Movement, 2} Control of Odor, and
3) Acceptance*

Even those patients who had been doing self-car© for

a longer period of time designated these problems as the most bother
some.
legalation and control of odor.

Regulation and control of

odor were cited by on© patient as a source of constant embarrassment.
and another stated that these caused her constant worry when visiting
friends.

Some of the patients felt that they had been able to solve

these very satisfactorily, but most agreed that it was more difficult
to handle these aspects of self-car®.

Control of odor saeated to pose

a worse problem to the younger age group of patients than to the older
age group.

sm
Accmptmoa.
ovarcooio*

Accutane® -am® cited .as th© major problem to m

ivon tiio®@ gmtisnts *h© fait that they had now satisfactorily
It is

adjuatad to the colostomy agreed that this was most ill til cult*

int&r®stim$ to note that patients who had had a p&mtuamt mltmtmsy
had leas prohleias witii acceptance than those with a temporary coiastcmsy.
Tills may be duo in part to the fact that the patient with tli© permanent
coiostoay realises that tiier© 1® aottiing ttwat can be don© to maintain
or reinstate normal fimctios and tlierex'ore simply makes tlie beat of
an unpleasant situation.

The patient with a temporary colostomy, on

the other hand, is looking forward Quite eagerly to the day that
normal function will once again be returned.

Several of the®© patients

expressed very strong feelings of rejection of the colostomy ansi felt
that they could never adjust to it pemaaently.
It is interesting to note in Table VII that ago aeetaed to make
no dlf'feroace in attitude toward acceptance of the colostomy.
VIII shows that tii® female

patients axpraaaad more problems with

acceptance than did ml© patients.
twelve patiexits were tmi
of this finding.

Table

ilowevex*, since caily four of the

it is difficult to aatahllah the validity

A® aay be noted is Table IK length of hospitalisation

did not seem to play any role in whether the patient had definite
problems with acceptance or not.
Some patients stated that they preferred not to discuss their
mtrQBVf with nolglibors or friends, but did not mind doing so with
profeeaicaial pvtrmm®.

Many of tii® twelve stated that early acceptance

m
was mtnxmly diffieult ami tiiat

iiad wisMI thsy M sot Xlirsd

t&ssus^ th« mrg#ry» Hons sf tfes iMitisnts aasasd to fssi ms way
altar tits initial adjustasat and training pariad in tfea hospital am
altar dUfiaalt parts of transition to twmm mm wars pasoad.
stating that tilings mm midtt bat tar now, shad

patient.

sons tasrs w&Ua discasaing this in tsm iatarriav*

patiants ststad

that assn tboogh they fait they bad paraanaally aoeeptad the colostomy
my preferred to remain at bona and not attend church or social
fseliags would

gathorings or go shaping*

to indieata that

acceptance was still s nejor problem to then; the neia eepoct of the
problem being leer of sabermeenent*
SHet.

mis diet wee not often designated aa a definite problaa

area, it was eery often deeigneted as an area of uncertainty, may of
the twelve patients stated that my bed received diet instruction and
eaverel had this in written font.

However, diet Instruction, even in

written font cannot even approach the indtislvenose of directi*
by mi patient.

wished

reason for this is that a vary large xtunber of

foods react differently on different colostoay patients, end so no eat
rules nay be asde governing these foods.

One point of interest is

that severs! of the patients ware hewing regulation protases due to
diet ateinly because they did not understand how to carry on any for®
of aystenatlc dietary snporiasntation.

h greater degree of

certainty about diet was expressed by female patients then by sale
patients.
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Consistency of feces.
problems to some patients,

Consistency of feces also presents miiu

Probably the smjor reason for this is that

the function of the colon does not seat to regain it’s normal level for
several weeks after a surgery of this type.

Also very vmm related to

this problem is the patient*s dietary regulation, which may be the
major contrilhiting factor to it.

The younger age group of patients

expressed more uncertainty about consistency of feces than the older
age group.

In this connection it should bo noted that the younger

group were much more adventuresome in the dietary area titan the older
group.
Physical activity.

The amount of physical activity which would

be allowed or would be beneficial to the patient was the only other
aspect of self-care which brought forth many expressions of uncertainty.
However, most of the patients who expressed the fact that they did not
have much instruction in this area also stated that tills had not been
a worry to them.

'Hie majority of the patients stated that they simply

presumed they could progressively increase their activities following
discharge, and used physical man!testations and feelings as indicators
for limiting or expanding the amount of physical activity.

This was

an area that patients often mentioned as not included in home-care
instruction, but also one which did not cause them much worry.
Ijosaer pmblms with self-care.

Most of those interviewed

stated that they felt quite confident in self-care in the area of
irrigation, dilation, skin care, medication, abdominal wound care,

m
und&mtmudimg of cmiplicatlmm, and gonorsl hygiena.
Coacomiog' tlio ondarstandlng ol possible ccwaplications, it is
fait teat teis ms not designated as a problem area simply because
most of tee patients did not have any complications following this
surgery.

None of tee patients interviewed gave evidence of haring

received instruction about possible complications or their prevention*
A finding of soil® interest is tee emphasis which colostosuy
patients place on general hygiene and cleanliness*

All of the patients

interviewed expressed their feelings teat this is a most important
aspect of care.

Tais, in several cases, seemed to be an aid White tee

patient used in making the colostomy a

acceptable part of their

lives*
Patients* Ivalnation of Readiness to do S®lf»Car@ At Tine of Macharge
Hie importance of problems in self-care has already been
discussed in tee previous section.

This section is devoted to a

discussion of the patients * evaluation of readiness to do self-care*
Bmotional and social adjustment was again c,, ted as an area
of great uncertainty to the patient.

Control of odor, diet, and

physical activity were tee items most often cited as those white were
least understood at tee time of discharge.

Factors contributing to tee

importance of those items have already boon discussed in tee section
on problems with soli'-'care of this chapter.
As will be noticed on examination, of fables X through XIV
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msmy of the ®mm snob!
patients.

ftratis mm evident as causes of uuscertaiaty to

fhmm mvorn iacludo irrigation, dilation ot atosaa, skin car©.

regulation, wm&icmtton, aMosaiaai and portaeai eound caro, complications.
folicsw-up car© and gana-ral liygi^i©.
In discussing with the patients their ^aSorstandiag of the
type of surgery and «hy it was sloae it

found that the two patients

reporting that they did not understand the surgery and its necessity
at the tii
conditions.

• Both had this surgery porfova&d under emergency
Both of these patients stated that they were in such

serious coml.itloss at the tine of surgery that no atte&pt at expia*
nation to tk&a pommmllj was made until after the surgical procedure
was perfon^sd.

Utraa patients stated that, mm though tii®

explanation of the surgery was mado to then they did not fully under
stand its nature until the post-operative period,

f&ia

if be

partially due to inadequate teaching, but it must also be considered
that the patient9© motional rospons© may block understanding even
though teaching is fairly adequate in coverage.

It Mist, however.

also be considered that the teaching progrwa should be geared to the
individual patient and that tiio proceptiv© teacher will be at least
partially aware ©£ lack of understanding and the reasons for this on
the part of the patient.
Altifeetagfr .no Isnow eatasauaity facilities spedfically for the
aid of colostomy patients c^ist in this vicinity it ^a® coasidorod of
value to question the patient® interviewed regarding any esamauaity
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aesistane© tiiey mmy have recoivod.

Oaly on® paticmt reported sudi

assistance in statJ.ng mat she had been visited and assisted with car®
hy a nurse spcmsorod by the ^ericas Cancer Society.

Tliis nurse

vi si toil the home shortly alter the patient* a discharge and several
times thereafter.

Hie patient stated that she had received much

benefit frost these visits.

All of the other patients stated that

they were not aware of any cotmaunity assistance available to tfom and
several express®! the desire for sucli help as might fee afforded by
a colostomy club.

Others stated mat they would rather keep the

discussion of their personal problems to a very minimum, and thus
would not favor a col00tony club.
Types of Teaming: Programs
.411 of the patimits stated mat the physical car® (2®hmmmitration
of methods of self-care and supervision of practice in self-care
carried out by the nursing p&rB&nxml in the hospital.

w»b

.Most of the

patients stated that physicians participated by giving verbal explana
tions of various aspects of me surgery and self-care as they saw need
for it, but did not participate in teaching physical car®.

None oi

the patient® were assisted in learning self-care by family members*
Some report®! that after discharge they, themselves taught sera® family
member to assist with care as no®!®!.

On® patient reported that a

friend who was a nurse help®! her with self-care at home.
In some instances the patients were aware of a well-planned
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teaeliing program carried out in their behal£.

One or two patients

stated tliat they learned their self-care in tit® hospital when they
were so short of nurses that they had to take care of themselves for
a day or two and then Just continued self-care after that.

h few of

the patients gave quite sever© general cri ticissa of the hospital
tea citing program, but even these .patients stated that they were
sole to do satisfactory self-care upon discharge.

Tltia factor is

probably duo to the absolute necessity ©hioh faces the colostomy
patient in learning self-care.

The result© of rejection of learning

self-care only seive to prolong hospitalization, and when discharge is
desirable, as it is to most patients, the stimulus to learn is great.
Patients Comments About Teaching Programs
Eleven of the twelve patients stated that they felt confident
in doing self-care at the time of discharge.

Tiie one remaining

patient stated that his wife took over the colostomy care at first
and that ©he had been instructed at the hospital and had very little
trouble with it.
Seven patient© stated that they were familiar with all aspects
of their self-care upon discharge.

The other five patients each

reported that tliere was one portion of their car© which they did not
know about at the tiawa of discharge.

These areas were as follows:

dilation of stoma, dressing of perineal wound, skin car® around
stoma, administration of a medication, diet, and control of leakage

ahow so pattern of Midmaef Is teaching

around appliasee.

pro&rmsm and are portions of care efrich aoat of tlie other patients
xeeorted mi well covered>

Xt in therefore neoeeaary to attribute

specific

their lack is

in teaching coverage

to diff

and situation for this particular patient*
ill of the patients stated that they had staple opportunity
for then by the hospital

to observe nstheds of oolostony care as
personnel• All

iful to learning self-care

that this aas very

end felt it to bo a nest important teaming experience.
who did not practice self-'

One patient

stated that she felt thst observing

the cere done for her ess *11 she needed in preparstien for doing
self-care at hone. Another patient stated that she believed that
the observation period ana too abort

that she vas urged into doing

self-care in the hospital vbile she ana still too ill to benefit nudh
by the expericiice.
Pour of the patients stated that they did not practice selfcare before discharge.

Hiese patients felt that they could have hone-

fited by the opportunity for actual practice, but they also did not
express grsater pVQto&mm with seif-cere at home than the other patients
interviewed.

Practice in self-care la aopiiaslaed as a very isportant

part of such teaching programs and those patients who did have this
opportunity stated that it eas most helpful.
seif-'

Patient* who practiced

stated that their practice included irrigation of the colon.

dilation of the stone, cleansing the akin, use of dressing* and in sons

0?

m»m lists of appliance©.
Fivo of UiO patioats stated that ao other mmfo&r of tfc« Smsdly
imi bom tiwight my of tli© colostomy caro.

8<m® stated tliat thoy

mmld mmeh prefer to do the colostomy care ttomsumln
mm&oim olm to such

um

md not subject

uapioasaaf ©Kporlimco*

oi^e patient stated that no cmo els© in her fasaiiy tied bmn
tmugbt colostomy care at the hospital, hut that she thought it wold
have been most helpful if they had don® so*
Two patients reported that a family ii^ahor had received inatruction in colostomy care by the hospital staff*
daughter in on# case and m wife in the oilier*

*n»ia was a

Two patients reported

teaching their aivea to do smm part of the colostomy car® after
discharge, and two of Use female patimta reported taehing their
husbands in the mzm way*

On© patient tauglit her sister to help her

with the colostomy care.

All of the patients wtio received help from

a family member were very appreciative of tills added support and
assistance at heme &mi most did not &mm to feel self conscious about
it.

Two stated that they would rather have done all of the care

selves, but did nut fml able to do so at first.

One stated that ai;e

mkmd for help only with the leasHaeaay parts of her care.
Six of the patients reported that they were given written
iaats*uctioa regarding all or part of their care either prior to or
at the tira© of discharge.

la some instances these were general

instructions covering litoat of the important aspects of their care.

m
However oa© or two report©** that tliis oosisistod of a diet shoot ctaly.
ttio dietary portion of those last ruction sheet® »©ro tho part reost
often roforrod to by tho patients*

See*© patients stated that they

did not nood to retar to other portions of tho writ tea instruction
since they felt quit© eoafiieut iu Um physical aspects of their care
at the tine of discharge.

la this study twelve colestony patients were interviewed about
csoloatoey self*-car©. A lumber of different aspects of the patient
sampling have boon preseated in order to cl

•ly identify important

factoid about this group.
Tabulation of findings Hm boon used in an endeavor to show
similarities and differences,

flies© findings have been commented on

at socst© length in an effort to aid in interpretation.
regulation of bowel movements» control of odor, diet, physical
activity, and acceptance and emotional and social adjustment have
discussed at sum length as the outstanding need areas in
homo**care instruction.
A list of factors considered essential In a teaching program
has been presented.

cmra& v
SNKAty, cmaAmtamt akd mtmmmrtmm
nmum
It was the purpose of this stuidy to detoriRia© how wall
coiostosay pationts *v*re prepsreti to uadertako {solf-car© at naso.
Eolatod to this goal was the secondary purpose of preparation of a
isasie list of instructional noode of colostomy patients •
list should he useful in cletenal

ttion of content for colostomy soli-

care teacliing program© in hospitals.
importance in a teaching pm^rmm
t«ia<ising

Such a

A list of tiie points of
compiled and recomondations in

aolf-car® eere praaaBted.

The interview
more complete returns.

stliod mm used in this study in order to ensure

Twelve eoloatemy patients were interviewed

using an interview schedule« Tliese patients had had colostomy surgery
within the last year in one of two local hospitals.

One of the hospitals

was a County hospital and the other m& a private institution.
Remission for the study was obtained from the administrative
officer and the executive hoard of each institution.
about patients

Information

obtained fxm the clinical record of

fCh patient

through the cooperation of the medical records department of each
hospital.
Permission for the interview was obtained from private physicians
as necessary.

Remission

also obtained from

.ch patient prior to

the interview. Sadi interview tools place following the patient*®»
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discharge iron Um hospital and was conducted in the patient's home.
An interview aolieclule was developed as a result of literature
survey into taeihoda oi interviewing and into care and teaching of the
colostoiay patient.
h statistician w®» consulted rogaj-ding possible statistical
analysis of the findings.

It was his opinion that this study represented

a set ©€ twelve case studies, and that as sacin statistical analysis
would not he required.

It was felt that tabulation of data under

several headings would be adequate.

Thus the finding® from the

interviews wore tabulated and analysed.

Tills was followed by

interpretation.
Oi; th© twelve patients used In the study, five had undergone
surgery

and received post-operative car© and teaching in a private

hospital and seven were county hospital patients.
The ago rang© osf th© patient group was 30 to 7B years, th©
average age being Of,7b years.
eight were fomalee.

Four of the patients wore males and

Btu of these patients had had surgery in

treatment of cancer of tiio colon or rectum, three in tree truant oi
diverticulitis, and one eacit for intestinal adhesions, colon fistula,
and stab wound© ©I th© abdomen.

five had permanent coiostoioies and

£ even temporary one®.
At the time of interview tr*@ patients had had tlieir colostomies
for between two and ten montfis.

isaly tlu’oe of tli© twelve patients had

also had perineal surgery for removal of the lower colon and rectum.

n
lb® length ®i tKMpiuatmti*
to forty~ttiae days, «&th

mt th# tine of surgery ranged from five
average stay of ld«S8 days,

intorvlowod as early as
fol loving dlstoiarge*

yatleats

rnmm mi as lata mi tea aoatlia

the average tine

iatMP*

vise see four msxtUm.
the findings resulting frost the interviews

tabulated*

Patients designated three areas as the eutstsading protsle®®
areas

with self-care*

1) regulation of Dowel

jaeveneat* f) control of odor sad $1 acceptance of the colostomy*

la

addition to these dietary nanagenant and regulation of physical activity
were designated aa areas in which the patient felt a lack of information
at the tine of discharge free the hospital*
Hursiag personnel in the hospitals had carried the aajor
•

raspoasitiillty for the

Physicians

explanations ns they felt the patient needed this*
the teaching program secaed to have teen wel 1 plannees sad
and in other instances it was 1

structured end based upon the

patient *s need

of hospital staff*

four of the patients stated that they did not practice selfcare before discharge, but that they were able to do self-care without
saany problems at hone* all of the patients reported ample opportunity
to observe self-care before discharge.
gi-

diecherge*

Sis of the patients were also

fora of written instructions at or before the time of
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Tm of the patients reporttlmt 11 fttftily mealier was taegirt
colostoay cai^e by the hospital staff,

five other patients reported

teaching a fatally member tberaselves to assist with their care after
dlsdiarge*
Slevcma of tl»« twelve p&tlmtm reports
in doing self’-car# at the time of discharge.

that they felt coaiident
Tii© retnaiuii^ patient

stated that ills wife gave him competent colostomy care at first, a»d
that he later took over the self-care under her direction.

cmcmsiam
Conclusions and recowendationii were sad© cautiously hecatsae
of the limited nissbor of patients available for the study.

It was

also recognised that patients may have sought to preserve the
reputation of the institution in which they received medical care.
Feeling* of loyalty toward physicians, nurses, ami other personnel
with whom the patient became pleasantly acQuaiated may tend to smm^
m\at color their responses,

Berne patients may, consciously or

uncons clous! y, yield to the desire to minimise their problem* of
adjustaeat.

This, in some cases, may he on a self-protective basis

from a desire to present a picture of good ability to solve one's
own problems.

liowevor, even in view of tines© considerations it m&

felt tiiat some valuable points have boon gained from this study.
The main oonclumitm will eh can tm drawn frm this study
is that the present tmaching progroets in these two hospitals are
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tim
This factor ©ay bo

iatonaatloa mmdB oi tm colostowy pati^ts*
partially to tba s^iysical aaoeasity for tbis

typo of patioat to loam mli-c&rm.
Pnti&ats ItaapitaUafiNi for a loogor period of lino pwawwitod
leas problems witii sol f-car® tbaa tboao hospitaliaed for a sliort
period.

this wmald logically eoem to be du© to tbo fact that saoro

time can b® devoted to preparation for sol f~ care ^s«ni the patient
mmUm io tl*o hospital for a. longer period bl tiis®.
fatieata

with tasiporary oolostoeiies present more proiAmm

with soil-car© thm* those witii ponaasiont oolosttmles.

This

‘y

possibly be related to the fact that the patients with temporary
colostoaies also reported more difficulty in acceptance of the
colostomy titan did those pmtimts having a pwraMMKt colostomy.
The younger patient group gav© evidence of more problems
with self-care the® the older patient group.

Tills factor may bo

related to a greater tendency toward participation in social functions
by tlie younger patient group, or to the fact that younger patients
more otteu are engaged in pursuit of ®om© type of ao^Leyaant, wtiil©
the older patient is often retired.
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Becommeadatione Reigardlng; Teaching Programs
Pixiblens areas for content needs.

Some items in 8*1f~care have

been pointed out as problems to the greater number of patients, it is
also true that any one of the problem areas may be ol special
icance to a particular patient.

signify

It i© for this reason that each of

these problem areas should foe covered in a teaching program.
profolesrs areas are as follows:
Irrigation of the colon
Dilation of the stoma
Skin care
Begulatlon of bowel movement
Consistency of feces
Medications
control of odor
Abdominal wound care
Perineal wound care
Understanding of possible complications
General hygiene
Hiysical activity
Acceptaao© and emotional and social adjustment
Understanding of surgery and why done
Follow-up care
Ootmaunity .facilities

’Iheso

Appruam&B for t®&ching*

Mill® & aacoiidary purpo®® &£ tills

study was to prepay a basic list of instmctioaal nmdB of wlostomy
patients, soroe thought was given to instructional approaches also.
Tarou&i patitmt*© eoearants and review of literature the foil wing recoilfaeiidations are raade.
The faost difficult and outstanding problem was that of
acceptance and aaotiensl and social adjuatttjont.
assple consideration in every teaching program.
assistance with tills pmMm begiiming as
possible and

ohtending

follow-up care.

Hits should be given
The patient needs

;rly pre-operatively as

into the post-hospitalisation period through

Giving the patient opportunity to express his feelings

and to seek solutions to problems together with help from other
colostomy patients have been useful in the past.

Also pre-operative

discussion of the nature of the surgery and of self-care should be
helpful.

The patient is in need of the whole-hearted support of the

health tears ami of his family during this entire period of adjustment.
Patienta have also expressed need for added help with
regulation of bowel movi

t and control of odor.

On© suggestion

made by a patient was that if an appliance is to bo mod it be
obtained and fitted well in advance of the discharge date.

fm

patient® who had special problems with fitting of appliance© stated
that they went to surgical supply house® after discharge and were
able to obtain much roore comfortable and satisfactory appliances than

f§
those obtained thrrn^t tiie hospital.

It la important t& act© that

one type o£ appliance will not be satisfactory lor all patients and
that the hospital staff siiouid evaluate the type of colostoay, noting
especially its position before helping the patient choose an
appliance.

Patients should be told that deodorants for dressings

and for colostomy bag© are available and th<
and used in the hospital.

may veil be obtained

tl&e use of orally taken deodorants, such

aa charcoal tablets, is useful for

patients, and may be

considered as a possible means of control of odor.
in relationship to dietary instruction it is recownended that
the patient be supplied with a basic list of foods vhich usually
cause colostomy patimits problems with flatulence or diarrhea.

In

addition to this the patient should have some special instruction in
a useful

>thod to use in dietary mp®rX\

tatioxs.

Hi© fact that only

one new food should bo tried at a time will greatly simplify an
evaluation of the effect of

foods upon the patient.

It would be

vortimhile to vacomseM that the patient keep a record of the effect
of various foods as they are added to the diet experimental ly.

It is

also veil to inform the patient that ®&m favorite foods, even
though they my cause trouble with odor, may bo taken at times when
the patient has no pinna for social contacts in the few hours following
a

I.

this suggestion is sometimes helpful to the patient who b©~

<xmm discouraged about certain dietary restrictions.
In regard to the relationship of diet, regulation and control
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that pmtimta tm tn£&xwm& that

of odor, it la

may bo problems for a loagor portot! of time than some other parts of
self-care* Thus the patient will be ecmtally prepared for a fairly
long; adjuatmant period and ia not ao apt to taoeone diacotiraged aeon
after disdtiarge whan some problema pereist.
One aspect of the teachiaf program for colostomy patients
which seems to have been et times overlooked is the patient*e understeading of some of the possible complications with s colostomy* One
s ton to twelee inch

of the patients interviewed told of

prolapse of the bowel shortly after discharge from the hospital* this
one which
adversely affected his progress ia emotional acceptance of the
colostomy for s parted of tims thereafter* two other passible
complications which it would be well for the patient to understand
are retraction of the bowel and contraction of the orifice et the
atone* Good shin

around the stems may be helpful In preventing

infection and tissue separation which often lend# to retraction.
belly dilation of the steam la usually the only measure needed to
prevent contraction of the orifice*

patient's understanding of

these points is often helpful in aiding the petieet in realisation of
the

of good aelf-oare*
It ia else reoamaamded that each patient be ewpervieod ia

self-eare prior to discharge from the hospital.
problems may be avoided la hose care*

In this way acme
tf possible a family
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uiOnfaerss shoulii also roceivo Inatructioa in coiostomy cam aliilo tlio
patient is still hospitalizod.
ftocggaroendationa R^ai^ing Further Study
It is mcotm^emiodi that another study o£ tills amm type ho
uiulertahon In hospitals not connoctod with educational programs. Such
a study might produce results difloring inm those presented in this
study since both o£ tit# hospitals used in this study were connected
with educational programs.
It would also be well to repeat this saae type of study on a
much larger scale to aid in validification of findings.
It is strongly roexamonded that medical institutions consider
their responsibility in improvement of modi cal and nunsing care by
participation in research programs by bona fide researchers.

the

confidence of the patient need not be violated in any way, since
medical research is moat careful in preservation of anonymity of
subjects*

Indeed, all of the patients Interviewed la this study seemed

to appreciate the opportunity to be of help to other patients with
similar problems.
It is recoimeiided that a study be done regarding the most
effective teaching methods to 'be used in hospital teaching for
colostomy self-caro.
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ABSTSACT
It was ttsws imrpos® of this ntixiy to

how wall colostossy

patiaat# wore proparadi to uadertateo mol t- ears at hotm.

Ealatad to this

goal wa» the aaoofidary purpose ©I prop#ration of a tmmio Hat ot imstroctt&n&l modm ot eoimt<m.y patients*

Such a list should b@ useful la

dotoxmination of cmitont for colostomy self-care teaching programs
in hospitals.
The interview ssetiiod was usod in this study in order to ensur©
morm conpleta returns.

Twelve colostomy patient® worm interviewed

using an interview sciiadule.

These patient# had had colostomy surgery

within the last year in on® ot two hospital® used in the study.

Cue

of the hospitals %vas a county hospital and the other was a private
institution.
Remission for the study was obtained from the administrative
officer and the executive hoard of

eh institution.

Information about

patient® was obtained from the clinical .rocord of each patient through
the cooperation of the nodical records department of each hospital.
PertaiBaion for the interview mn obtained from private physicians
as necessary.
interview.

Permission was obtalssed from

■.efo patient prior to the

®odti Interview took place following the patient *s

discharge

trmi the hospital and was don# in tiie patient’s home.
The interview schedule was d©velop«4 and the patients were
interviewed in tlieir homes.

The findings from the interviews vmm
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tolmlfttod, iisialy%«d9 and interpreted.
the main over-ail coaciusioa t^iich waa drawn from this study was
that the axioting teaching progra®» in these two hospitals wars quite
adequate in meeting hease-esare infor®ation needs of colostomy patients.
Patients designated three areas as the outstanding problem
areas ooncemeil with self-care.

These were regulation of bowel movement.

control of odor, and acceptance of the colostomy.

In addition to

these dietary management and regulation of physical activity were des
ignated as area® in which the patients felt a lack of Information at
the time of discharge from the hospital.
A list was prepared as a guide for coverage in a prog:

for

teaching colostomy self-care.
While a secondary purpose of this study was to prepare till©
Hat of instructional needs of colostomy patients.
given to instructional approaches also.

thought was

Through patients* comment©

and review of literature recommendat1otts for teaching were made.
Conclusicms were reached on a tentative basis because of the
small number of patients used in the study.

A larger study of the

same type is roeamieaded.
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